RRT algorithm is widely used in RoboCup small size league competitions for its simplicity and quickness. As this algorithm has many search points, lacks stability and is quite deviated from the optimal solution, this paper provides an improved RRT path planning algorithm based on obstacle boundary heuristics, which explores the random tree toward the target points, obstacle boundary points and random points based the self-adaptation probability. 
Path planning [1] is widely used in important fields like bus travel planning and collisionavoidance movement of free-flying space robots. It is also an important direction for RoboCup [2, 3] small size league (SSL) researches. Presently, most RoboCup SSL teams us RRT [4, 5] or its improved algorithm to perform their path planning. RRT algorithm enables global search by random sampling and local extremum search by exploring toward the target points to generate an exploring random tree. A During the search, global search normally has a higher probability than local search, considerable difference can be expected in the paths planned in two consecutive cycles even if the obstacle environment remains unchanged. Therefore the algorithm does not provide good real timeliness. Under the current planning frequency of 60Hz, a few of the planning cycles are unable to perform the planning. Besides, as the route generated by this algorithm has poor smoothness, it is impossible for the subsequent speed planning algorithm to take full advantage of the sports potential of the robots within the limit of impact tolerable by the robots. This necessitates further improvement of the stability and smoothness [6] . To solve these problems, both Jim Bruce's ERRT [7] [8] [9] and Dave Ferguson's DRRT use the planning information of the previous cycle as the basis for the planning of the next cycle, knowing that little change takes place in the site status between two consecutive planning cycles, which in a way increases the stability of RRT algorithm. However, a complete replanning is required when significant change takes place in the moving object of the robots, and all these algorithms will degrade to RRT. This explains the remote chances when the planning in the planning cycle is greatly overtime and fails the real timeliness required for small size leagues.
After integrating the advantages of all the foregoing algorithms, this paper directly takes all the obstacle boundary points are the search trend points based on that fact that the optimal path will inevitably pass the straight line from the starting point to the end point or the boundary of some of the obstacles, which increases the algorithmic convergence speed of the algorithm when no previous planning result is available for use.
Basic RRT Algorithm
Traditional RRT algorithm is widely used in the football robot path planning. It takes the starting point as the root node of the tree and explores toward the target point at a certain probability and also toward the random direction at a certain probability to avoid being trapped in a local extremum. The exploration will gradually result in a random exploring tree which, with explored to the target node, will enable us to find in the other way round a shorter path from the target to the starting point. The pseudocode of the random exploring direction controlled by the algorithm is as given below:
1 State ChooseTarget() 2 { 3 double p; 4 p=Random(0,1) 5 if(p<GoalProb)return goal; 6 else return RandomState() 7 } Line 4 of this pseudocode generates the random value between 0 and 1, which is used to control the probability of the two exploration methods of the random tree; line 5 is used to control the direct exploration toward the target point within the GoalProb probability; line 6 is used to control the exploration toward the random direction within the remaining probability.
The RRT path planning code is used to perform the growth of the random tree, which uses BTREE to record the tree nodes to facilitate the search of the shortest path. The pseudocode is as given below: of the pseudocode is used to extend the random tree one step-size toward the exploring direction; line 14 tells whether the extension is successful; line 15 is used to add and keep that node in the random tree; line 16 through 23 calculate the nearest distance from the random tree to the target point for the algorithm termination judgment of line 9.
Relevant Improved Algorithm
ERRT is different from RRT in that an additional exploring search to the previous planning path is included. In other words, there are three exploration methods for the random tree: 1. toward the target point; 2. toward the random point; 3. toward the path node planned in the previous cycle. Under this algorithm, when the first path is calculated, the planning result of the next cycle is closer to that of the present cycle. It is therefore impossible for the planning result to approach to the shorter path. Besides, as the probability of all the three exploration methods is fixed, it is impossible to increase the convergence speed when the target point is gradually approaching to.
DRRT algorithm and MP-RRT, on the other side, after detecting the robot movement, perform collision test with the random tree generated in the previous cycle. DRRT directly cuts off branches including leaf nodes colliding with the robot, while MP-RRT reconnects the cut branches by RRT algorithm.
CRRT [10] algorithm, on the other side, searches a new path with RRT in each cycle, compare it with the old ones and retain the shortest of them.
All these path planning [11] algorithms use RRT for replanning when significant change has taken place in the target point. As RRT planning is highly random, there are remote chances when the planning in the planning cycle is greatly overtime and fails the real timeliness required for small size leagues. So there is still certain probability when the system real timeliness cannot be satisfied. The BRRT algorithm described in this paper will help improve the algorithmic performance in replanning.
Improved RRT Algorithm Based on Obstacle Boundary Heuristics
As known to all, were there no obstacles, the shortest path for the robots from the starting point to the destination should be the straight line from the starting point to the end point, or else, the shortest path should pass the boundary of a certain obstacle. Based on this characteristic, it will be more likely to approach to the target point than random direction exploration when the obstacle boundary of the robot is used as the exploration trend for the random exploration tree. This algorithm is called BRRT in this paper.
Robot travel obstacles in small size leagues include robots, penalty areas and boundaries, of which penalty areas and boundaries are non-moving objects that can be performed by defining the search scope; and only robots are constantly moving objects and the movement rule of the rival robots is not foreseeable. Therefore, the key of the algorithm is how to avoid robot obstacles. As illustrated in Fig 1, the dynamic obstacle boundary of the robot is defined as a circular obstacle area with the obstacle robot center as the center and twice the robot radius as the radius. To facilitate the use of RRT algorithm, a circumscribing regular polygon of the circular obstacle area is generated with the side length not larger than the RRT planning stepsize, and the vertex set of this polygon is the obstacle boundary point set. As illustrated in Fig 2, the set of all obstacle boundary points is generated, and points inconsistent with the obstacle are deleted from the set. BRRT performs path planning in three steps: 1. The random tree explores toward the target point and the obstacle boundary point set only at a certain probability. Each time it explores to an obstacle boundary point, the random will delete this obstacle point from the obstacle point set to increase the probability of exploring the remaining obstacle points. When all the boundary points have been deleted from the set, proceed to the next target point if the random tree has not explored to the target point; otherwise turn to step 3.
2. As illustrated in Fig 3 below , the random tree explores toward the target point and the random point at a certain probability until it has explored to the target point.
3. Smooth the path according to greedy algorithm.
Fig 3. BRRT exploring random tree method
The BRRT path planning effect is as illustrated in Fig 4 below . One of the differences between BRRT and RRT is the selection of the exploration method. The pseudocode selected by the BRRT exploration method is as given below: return RandomState(); 20 } 21 } Where: line 10 through 15 are used to control the exploration of the random tree toward the obstacle boundary point, of which line 10 is used to control the automatic closure of such exploration direction when all the obstacle boundary points are explored by the random tree, and line 13 is used to control the random selection of the exploration direction among the obstacle points.
The pseudocode of BRRT planning algorithm is as given below: The difference between this pseudocode and RRT algorithm lies in that line 17 through 21 are used to tell whether the exploring tree already contains the obstacle boundary point and, if it is, delete the boundary point from the set to prevent it from being reused as an exploration direction which may compromise the efficiency of the algorithm. This pseudocode provides the algorithm with self-adaptability.
Experiment Results and Analysis
The author made comparative test of RRT and BRRT under the parameters: robot radius 180mm, site length 4050mm, width 2500mm, probability of exploring toward the target point 10%. As illustrated in To ensure real timeliness, the author defines that a maximum of 800 random tree exploration attempts are permitted; if this number is exceeded, a path planning failure will be reported. The RRT algorithm planning effect is as illustrated in Fig 6 below.   Fig 6. RRT planning effect 100 consecutive planning attempts were made using RRT algorithm and the planning successful rate, planning calculation time and path length are recorded as given in Table 1 below. The BRRT algorithm planning effect is as illustrated in Fig 7 below .
Fig 7. BRRT planning effect
In the same way, 100 consecutive replanning attempts were made using BRRT algorithm. The test results obtained are as given in Table 2 below. As can be seen from the two tables above, the average planning path length from BRRT is shorter than RRT; the time consumed for planning is quite average and there is little chance when overtime planning takes place.
Conclusions
Experiments show that when BRRT is used for replanning, the exploring probability can be self-adaptive, the random tree exploring result is quite concentrated, the path generated is less random, the planning time distribution is quite concentrated, the path calculated is closer to the optimal path and significant deviation in calculation time is less likely to happen than RRT. When used for replanning in CRRT, DRRT or MP-RRT when significant changes have taken place in the target point, it increase the algorithmic stability to a certain extent and make the planning result closer to the shortest path. 
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